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Special Issue Introduction:

Benefits to Authors:

Microbiome Research Reports

High-throughput sequencing and integrative multi-omics approaches have contributed to advancing our knowledge 
of the diversity and assembly of microbial communities, their evolution, and the mechanism of interaction with host 
and ecosystem. Strategies such as metabolic competition, cooperation, and syntrophic relationships play an 
important role in establishing interactions between multi-species ecological networks, and also shaping the 
composition and functionality of the whole community. Microorganisms acquire and lose genes quite dynamically 
and this constant �low of genetic material represents an important source of genetic variation and evolution. The 
interaction between bacteria, phages, plasmids, and mobile genetic elements in�luences �itness, survival, 
cooperation, and symbiosis between microbes, with genetic variations being responsible for novel emerging 
functions. Combined genomic and functional approaches have been revealed to be instrumental in elucidating 
relationships between genomic and phenotypic diversity, and mechanistic insights into their effect at a community 
and sub-community level remain an area deserving of further exploration. This special issue aims to gather the 
latest advances in the application of genomic and functional investigations in the study and characterization of 
microbial communities, the diversity of their members, and their cross-interactions. Researchers are invited to 
submit research or review articles showing the application of computational predictive methods and functional 
genomics for the study of bacterial and virome communities, their interplay, evolution, and characterization of new 
molecular pathways.

The APCs ($600) will be WAIVED;

Enjoy faster publication than regular submissions;

Authors will be invited as Guest Speakers to our journal webinars. The webinar will be held via Zoom and 
it will also be broadcast live on Youtube and the Chinese WeChat Of�icial Account, Video Account, Bilibili;

A special interview will be provided to authors and will be promoted on the journal homepage and all 
media promotion platforms of both via the journal and publisher.

Submission Deadline: 31 May 2023

Dr. Colin Buttimer
APC Microbiome Ireland, University College Cork, Cork, 
Ireland.
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Journal Introduction:

Editorial Board team:

Microbiome Research Reports (MRR) is an international peer-reviewed, open 
access journal. The overall aim of MRR is to publish high quality researches from 
scientists with a common interest in microbiome/microbiota research in all its 
multidisciplinary aspects. The journal is founded by OAE Publishing Inc., under 
the guidance of our Editor-in-Chief Professor Marco Ventura (University of Parma, 
Italy). MRR was of�icially launched on July 26 2021. Looking forward to your 
attention and cooperation! Welcome to contact the editorial of�ice for details, 
editorialof�ice@mrrjournal.net.
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